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Dear Parents/Carers, 

 

We hope you all had a lovely Easter and a relaxing break, welcome back!  

Our Topic this term will focus on “The Farm”, we will be looking at farming, different animals and their babies, 

reading and writing different stories, with a particular focus on “Rosie’s Walk”, “Farmer Duck”, and “The Pig in 

the Pond”.  

 

In Physical Development and Literacy we are continuing letter formation and revisiting phonics for reading as 

appropriate.  Do keep up the wonderful work with tricky word tags, Bug Club usage and reading books. Many of 

the children can now recognise all the tricky words and have received a reward certificate celebrating this, it 

would be helpful if they could now learn how to spell them accurately. Please continue to revisit each set of words 

to ensure that they remain in your child’s sight vocabulary. The sound books are still useful to help the children 

make the link between reading and writing – but they can remain at home now.  We will be assessing how many of 

the digraphs covered the children have remembered this term and in response to this we will attach any unknown 

sounds to the Reading Diaries so that they can be practised alongside reading the book. As always, please ensure 

that book bags come to school every day.  In writing we will be offering the children opportunities to write for a 

purpose whenever possible e.g. news to share with the rest of the class, labels for models they have made, lists 

of things to remember, letters and instructions.  There are likely to be many opportunities for similar activities 

at home.  Don’t worry too much about correct spelling at this stage, it is important to encourage the children to 

confidently ‘have a go’ at writing for themselves. Bug Club is also an excellent way of reading on-line with your 

child, which many of you are now accessing regularly.  

 

Mathematics: We will be continuing to focus on addition and subtraction. We are counting in 2s, 5s and 10s and 

looking at the doubling and halving of numbers. Recognising and ordering numbers to 20 and beyond will continue 

to be a focus, developing instant recall of what is one more or less than a given number. We will be also be using 

money to pay for things. Playing board games like Snakes and Ladders or” Guess Who” has real benefits too, both 

socially and academically and it provides a fun way for the children to re-inforce their learning at home.  

 

Can we please remind you to equip your child to cope with the unpredictability of the English weather!  In 

particular, sunhats and raincoats can often be required on the same day. 

 

Also P.E kits should now include named shorts, a T-shirt and trainers with Velcro fastening (that fit) as we 

are hoping to take advantage of any fine weather we have, to do P.E outside. 

 

If you have questions, information to share or are concerned about any aspect of your child’s education please 

contact us by email, as we will still be observing covid protection rules.   

 

We look forward to working with you all in these last two exciting terms for your children in Reception. 

 

Your Reception Team 

 


